Setouchi Shimanami Kaido Information

The recommended cycling route is about 70km.
The route connects 8 islands in the Seto Inland Sea across a series of 9 bridges between Imabari City, Hiroshima Pref., and Imabari City, Ehime Pref. Many natives and foreign cyclists enjoy their trip across the islands by bicycle on this "Bicycle Sanctuary." Please access the SHIMAP website for detailed information on sightseeing and transportation on the Setouchi Shimanami Kaido cycling route.

Access information (free route from the Setouchi Shimanami Kaido to the Kure City of Setouchi) is published in SHIMAP.

Setouchi Shimanami Kaido Promotion Association
http://www.go-shimanami.jp/

Shimap

Bicycle Carrying Information by air

Conditions for checked baggage for bicycles

- Pack using a bicycle carrying bag (special case) or a special corrugated box
- Deflate the tires when packing (to avoid damage to the tires due to changes in atmospheric pressure in the air)
- Remove the pedals
- Secure the handlebar (fix to paralo and the frame)

Regulations by company

ANA (All Nippon Airways)

- Size: Within 280cm in the total of 3 dimensions of the piece
- Weight: Free for up to 20kg in total
- Excess charge: The uniform excess charge of flights to and out of Matsuyama and Kure airports is as follows:
  - Up to 10kg extra 1,800 yen
  - From 11-20kg extra 3,000 yen
  - From 21-30kg extra 4,500 yen

JAL (Japan Air Lines)

- Size: Within 59cm x 30cm x 30cm in the total of 3 dimensions of the piece
- Weight: Free for up to 20kg in total
- Excess charge: The uniform excess charge of flights to and out of Matsuyama and Kure airports is as follows:
  - From 1-10kg extra 1,000 yen
  - From 11-20kg extra 2,000 yen

JEO (Jex Airlines)

- Size: Under 27cm (not including goods)
- Weight: Up to 1kg per piece

Access from Airports to Setouchi Shimanami Kaido

From Matsuyama Airport

From Imabari Airport

From Kure City Sightseeing Information Plaza

Akinada Tobishima Kaido Information

The recommended cycling route is about 31km.
The推荐 cycling route is approximately 31 kilometers long. It includes seven bridges between Kure City, Hiroshima Pref., and Imabari City, Ehime Pref. This route is popular among both locals and tourists for its beautiful scenery, making it a great choice for a fun and active day out. For more information, please visit the official Akinada Tobishima Kaido website.